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Previous Relevant DG Legal Training

Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery: An Overview of Best
Practice for Legal Aid Immigration and Public Law Practitioners
Webinar (5 February 2021 – delivered by Lindsay Cundall of
ATLEU):

https://dglegal.co.uk/webinars/human-trafficking-and-modern-
slavery-an-overview-of-best-practice-for-legal-aid-immigration-
and-public-law-practitioners/

https://dglegal.co.uk/webinars/human-trafficking-and-modern-slavery-an-overview-of-best-practice-for-legal-aid-immigration-and-public-law-practitioners/


Statutory Framework

England and Wales: The Modern Slavery Act 2015

Scotland: Human Trafficking and Exploitation (Scotland) Act 2015

Norther Ireland: Human Trafficking and Exploitation (Criminal Justice
and Support for Victims) Act (Northern Ireland) 2015



Definition

Article 4(a) of the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in 
Human Beings (ECAT) defines ‘human trafficking’ as: 

“the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons 
[action], by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of 
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the 
consent of a person having control over another person [means], for the purpose 
of exploitation [purpose]. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation 
of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.” 

*Under ECAT a person is a ‘victim’ even if they haven’t been exploited yet, for 
example because a police raid takes place before the exploitation happens.* 



Child Victims

It is not necessary for there to have been “means” for a child to be a
victim, because children cannot give informed consent to engage in
criminal or other exploitative activity, and they cannot give consent to
be abused or trafficked.

A potential victim of trafficking who may have been a victim as a child,
but only identified and referred into the NRM after reaching
adulthood, is treated under child criteria in assessing whether they
were trafficked.



Home Office Guidance

Modern Slavery: Statutory Guidance for England and Wales (under s49
of the Modern Slavery Act 2015) and Non-Statutory Guidance for
Scotland and Northern Ireland

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/974794/March_2021_-
_Modern_Slavery_Statutory_Guidance__EW__Non-
Statutory_Guidance__SNI__v2.1_.pdf

Latest version is from March 2021, v. 2.1, 181 pages

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974794/March_2021_-_Modern_Slavery_Statutory_Guidance__EW__Non-Statutory_Guidance__SNI__v2.1_.pdf


Be Guided by the Guidance…It’s your friend

“Modern slavery is a serious crime that violates human rights. Victims are
forced, threatened or deceived into situations of subjugation, degradation and
control which undermine their personal identity and sense of self."

“Identification, protection, care and support for victims of modern slavery is
at the heart of this Statutory Guidance. Professionals should work proactively
with a view to preventing modern slavery in all its forms. They should be
trained to take appropriate action and provide possible victims with
appropriate protection and support, based upon their individual needs. It is
essential that professionals recognise that survivors of modern slavery may be
at risk of re-trafficking and further harm.”



“Key points” from the Guidance

Modern slavery encompasses human trafficking and slavery, servitude and forced or 
compulsory labour. 
Human trafficking consists of three basic components: action, means and purpose of 
exploitation. All three components must be present in an adult trafficking case; for 
child trafficking the ‘means’ component is not required. 
In human trafficking cases, exploitation can take many forms, including: sexual 
exploitation, forced labour, slavery, servitude, forced criminality and removal of organs. 
Some people may not be victims of human trafficking but still victims of modern 
slavery if they have been subject to slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory 
labour. 
Human trafficking is not the same as human smuggling. There are common myths 
about modern slavery, such as misconceptions that UK nationals cannot be victims 
and that a person cannot be a victim if they reject offers of help. 



Consent – from the Guidance

The apparent consent of a victim to be controlled and exploited is irrelevant when 
one or more of the following has been used to get that consent: 

the threat or use of force 

abduction 

fraud 

deception 

the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability 

the giving or receiving of payments or benefits 



Deception – from the Guidance

An example of deception may be that the recruiter or employer has
provided the worker with maliciously false, inaccurate, or misleading
information. For example, a person who ends up being exploited through
prostitution may originally have been under the impression there were
legitimate education or employment opportunities (for example in the
service industry, as a dancer, or for childcare).

There are also less straightforward cases, for example where people have
been aware they would be working consensually in the sex industry in the
UK but they were misled as to the conditions of the environment,
particularly the degree of control (over freedom and earnings) before they
arrived. Where the situation such individuals find themselves in amounts to
exploitation, this could be a modern slavery case.



Physical Coercion

Physical coercion refers to the threat of the use of force or the actual
use of force against the victim of trafficking or their family members.
Physical coercion could also be more subtle measures of control, for
example withholding travel or immigration documents.



Psychological Coercion

Psychological coercion refers to the threat or the perceived threat to
the victim’s relationships with other people. Examples of psychological
coercion include:
–blackmail 
–ritual oaths – there is evidence to suggest witchcraft or ritual oaths 

can be used to make an individual fearful and compliant 
–forcing someone to pay an excessive amount of money for 

substandard accommodation 
–making significant deductions from an individual’s ‘salary’ 
–threats of rejection from, or disapproval by, a peer group or family 

members 



Psychological Coercion (cont.)

There does not necessarily have to be a direct personal relationship in
psychological coercion. It could refer to wider issues, for example social
stigma. This is particularly relevant in cases involving sexual exploitation or
other forms of sexual violence.

Other examples include:

- grooming - where people are enticed over time to take part in activity in 
which they may not be entirely willing participants (for example, a 
trafficker may present themselves as a boyfriend’ in a sexual exploitation 
case)
- ‘Stockholm syndrome’ – where due to unequal power, victims create a 
false emotional or psychological attachment to their controller 



Annex D & E of the Guidance

Detailed guidance for recognising and working with traumatised victims appears at Annex D and
includes: reasons someone might not self identify as a VOT, the impact of PTSD, the need for
caution when assessing credibility of traumatised victims, barriers to disclosure, difficulties in
recalling facts, and good practice during interviews etc.

Detailed guidance on Assessing credibility appears at Annex E and includes:

Due to the trauma of modern slavery, there may be valid reasons why a potential victim’s
account is inconsistent or lacks sufficient detail.

It is generally unnecessary, and sometimes counter- productive, to focus on minor or peripheral
facts that are not material to the claim.

Where there is insufficient evidence to support a claim that the individual is a victim of modern
slavery ... [SCA] must … consider whether [SCA] need more information

Some traumatised individuals can struggle to verbally express distressing experiences, may
appear numb or disconnected from their words or display other trauma-related responses.

Re consistency: before the SCA comes to a negative conclusion they must first refer back to the
First Responder, support provider, other expert witnesses, or the potential victim themselves to
clarify any inconsistencies in the claim.



Nonetheless, negative RGs and CGs common

Failure to escape or access help sooner;

Purported consent to or knowledge of conditions; or conditions not bad enough;

No evidence of physical harm or coercion (i.e. being locked in etc);

SCA’s failure to recognise more subtle forms of psychological coercion or situational
coercion;

SCA’s failure to understand and correctly apply definitions – i.e. of forced labour (see case
of R (on the application of NM) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2017]
EWHC 2798 );

SCA credibility assessment including purported inconsistencies, discrepancies, lack of
detail, late disclosure and not acting in a manner the SCA deems “consistent” with an
experience of trafficking (see NM above and also MN v The Secretary of State for the
Home Department (Rev 3) [2020] EWCA Civ 1746);

SCA approach to expert evidence (see R (on the application of AB) v Secretary of State for the
Home Department [2015] EWHC 1490 (Admin) and MN above).

http://www2.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2017/2798.html
https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2020/1746.html&query=(title:(+MN+))
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2015/1490.html


Request for Reconsideration
See detail at pp. 140-3 of the Guidance.

“An individual, or someone acting on their behalf, may request reconsideration of a
negative RG or CG decision …. if additional evidence becomes available that would be
material to the outcome …, or there are specific concerns that a decision made is not in
line with this guidance. The SCA must review whether there are sufficient grounds to
reconsider the negative decision, and in turn reconsider the ...”

The SCA will not reject any request for reconsideration on the basis of who submitted.

Reconsiderations requests made on the basis of specific concerns that a decision is not in
line with guidance should be brought within three months of a decision notice.

No time limits on requests for reconsideration on the basis of new available evidence.

SCA must notify requestor in writing whether the decision is to be reconsidered or not.

Can remain in/ re-enter support once a decision to reconsider is made.

A request for reconsideration may be made to the SCA by emailing
nationalreferralmechanism@homeoffice.gov.uk

mailto:nationalreferralmechanism@homeoffice.gov.uk


Judicial Review

Public law challenge to a negative RG, CG, decision not to reconsider or
positive CG decision not granting discretionary leave;

Consider whether there is an “alternative remedy” – i.e. request for
reconsideration or an immigration/ asylum appeal where findings of
fact can be made;

JR is costly, time-consuming, provides limited remedies (usually only
quashing of original decision), must be done within three months of
applicable decision, and involves significant costs risks for the legal
representatives; and

Generally speaking a JR can only be brought on the evidence before
the original decision maker.



Asylum Appeal

No right of appeal against a negative RG or CG decision but tribunal has jurisdiction
to make findings of fact on whether someone has experienced trafficking
previously and/or would face a real risk of re-trafficking in future (see: MS
(Pakistan) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2020] UKSC 9);

Also recognised in many of the Home Office CPIN’s:

Ex. - June 2020 CPIN on Albania: People Trafficking: “Only trained specialists in the UK’s
Single Competent Authority can decide whether or not there are reasonable grounds to
accept the person as a victim of trafficking for the purpose of the Council of Europe
Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings. However, both Home Office
decision makers and the court are able to take factual matters into account when making
their findings in an asylum claim…” (para 1.2.1). And: “…because the Competent Authority’s
findings are subject to a higher standard of proof and are findings as to past treatment, it
remains open to asylum decision makers to make different findings for the purpose of the
asylum claim and future risk” (para 1.2.4).



Asylum Appeal (cont.)

No bar to introduction of new evidence/ consideration of circumstances up to and
at the date of hearing.

Ability to call live evidence.

Easier to get LAA funding for expert reports – medical, country, etc.

Tribunal has good country guidance caselaw to follow – i.e. AZ (Trafficked women)
Thailand CG [2010] UKUT; TD and AD (Trafficked women) Albania CG [2016] UKUT
00092 (IAC); and HD (Trafficked women) Nigeria (CG) [2016] UKUT 454 (IAC) - all
establish generally applicable guidance that an individual’s personal circumstances
and vulnerabilities may mean they are at a risk of trafficking and unable to access
any state protection/ internal relocation alternative that is theoretically available.

Can cite from the Guidance as part of asylum appeal – i.e. approach to credibility
(Annex E) and Working with Vulnerable People (Annex D) and ask the Tribunal to
apply its own guidance re vulnerable Appellants and witnesses.



Case Law updates

MN v The Secretary of State for the Home Department (Rev 3) [2020] EWCA Civ 1746

Standard of proof arguments – 86-101

Approach to expert evidence (paras 102-24) including Mibanga
Weight also had to be given to her (Ms Thullesen) evidence about the impact of trauma on a victim’s ability to recount their
experiences coherently and consistently…’ Some at least of the inconsistencies on which the CA relied might quite readily
have been explained on that basis…’ The point made by Mibanga is not that the expert evidence and the issue of credibility
must be considered in a particular order but that the former must be allowed to feed into the latter. That did not happen
here. [250]

Criticisms of SCA Guidance on Credibility especially approach to “mitigating circumstances”
(paras 125-8):

In addition to highlighting that the language of mitigation inappropriately echoed criminal proceedings, the Court found at
[126] that ‘it implies an approach under which the decision-taker first identifies the defects in the account of a putative victim
and then tries to decide whether they can be excused for reasons of the kind given’, which didn’t reflect the real nature of the
exercise.

Full weight must be given to the evidence (and guidance) about the difficulties that victims of trafficking have in telling their
stories, not only because of the effects of trauma but because their experiences often engender distrust of authority and
sometimes entangle them in deceptions of various kinds from which it is difficult to escape. It is also necessary to heed the
caution expressed in the authorities about judging accounts to be implausible without complete knowledge of the relevant
circumstances, and making full allowance for how people can behave in circumstances of stress. [253]

https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2020/1746.html&query=(title:(+MN+))


Case Law updates (cont.)

MN (cont.)

For a fuller analysis:

https://www.gardencourtchambers.co.uk/news/court-of-appeal-
provides-important-guidance-as-to-the-correct-approach-to-be-used-
by-the-competent-authority-when-deciding-whether-an-individual-is-
a-victim-of-trafficking

https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2020/1746.html&query=(title:(+MN+))
https://www.gardencourtchambers.co.uk/news/court-of-appeal-provides-important-guidance-as-to-the-correct-approach-to-be-used-by-the-competent-authority-when-deciding-whether-an-individual-is-a-victim-of-trafficking


Case Law updates (cont.)

EOG (Anonymity Order Made) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2020] EWHC 3310
(Admin)

Mostyn J held that there is an unlawful lacuna in the government’s existing policy concerning
the leave to remain of potential trafficking victims who had been referred to the NRM

Given the very lengthy delays impeding the NRM system, the court decided that the SSHD must
formulate a policy that grants potential trafficking victims interim discretionary leave on such
terms and conditions as are appropriate both to their existing leave positions and to the likely
delay that they will face.

48. … that there is an unlawful lacuna in the existing policy inasmuch as it fails to implement 
the obligation in Article 10.2 formally to protect persons in receipt of a positive reasonable 
grounds decision from removal from this country’s national territory pending the conclusion 
of the process. Suffering such persons to remain as overstayers, or as illegal immigrants, 
does not fulfil the obligation. The defendant must formulate a policy that grants such persons
interim discretionary leave on such terms and conditions as are appropriate both to their 
existing leave positions and to the likely delay that they will face. It is not for me to prescribe 
what such terms and conditions should be.

https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2020/3310.html&query=(title:(+EOG+))


Case Law updates (cont.)

EOG (cont.)

For a fuller analysis:

https://asadakhan.wordpress.com/2020/12/15/an-unlawful-lacuna-
in-policy-is-harming-victims-of-trafficking/

https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2020/3310.html&query=(title:(+EOG+))
https://asadakhan.wordpress.com/2020/12/15/an-unlawful-lacuna-in-policy-is-harming-victims-of-trafficking/
https://asadakhan.wordpress.com/2020/12/15/an-unlawful-lacuna-in-policy-is-harming-victims-of-trafficking/


Case Law updates (cont.)

CASE OF V.C.L. AND A.N. v. THE UNITED KINGDOM (Applications nos. 77587/12 and
74603/12)

The case concerned two Vietnamese youths who police officers had discovered working on cannabis
farms. They were arrested and charged with drugs-related offences, to which they pleaded guilty.
Following their conviction they were detained in young offenders’ institutes. A competent authority
subsequently recognised them as victims of trafficking. However, the prosecution service having
reviewed its decision to prosecute them, concluded that they were not victims of trafficking and the
Court of Appeal found on the facts of each case that the decision to prosecute had been justified.

This was the first time the Court had considered the relationship between Article 4 of the Convention
and the prosecution of victims and potential victims of trafficking. It considered that the prosecution
of victims or potential victims of trafficking would not necessarily breach Article 4 of the Convention.
However, given the competent authority’s expertise in this area, the Court considered that the
prosecution would have needed to present clear reasons consistent with the definition of trafficking
for disagreeing with its findings, something which clearly had not happened in these cases.



Case Law updates (cont.)

CASE OF V.C.L.. (cont.)
However, having regard to the duty to take operational measures to protect victims of trafficking, the
Court held that once the authorities had become aware of a credible suspicion that an individual had
been trafficked, he or she should be assessed by a qualified person. Any decision to prosecute should
follow such an assessment, and while the decision would not necessarily be binding on a prosecutor,
the prosecutor would need to have clear reasons for reaching a different conclusion.

In the case of both V.C.L. and A.N., the Court found that despite the existence of credible suspicion
that they had been trafficked, neither the police nor the prosecution service had referred them to a
competent authority for assessment; although both cases were subsequently reviewed by the
prosecution service, it disagreed with the conclusion of the competent authority without giving clear
reasons capable of undermining the competent authority’s conclusions; and the Court of Appeal
limited itself to addressing whether the decision to prosecute had been an abuse of process. The
Court therefore found that there had been a violation of Article 4 in both applicants’ cases.

The Court found that, although the authorities had made some accommodations to the applicants
after their guilty verdicts, the lack of any assessment of whether the applicants had been victims of
trafficking may have prevented them from securing important evidence capable of helping their
defence. As such the proceedings had not been fair, leading to a violation of Article 6 § 1.



Case Law updates (cont.)

CASE OF V.C.L.. (cont.)

Read a fuller analysis :

https://www.gardencourtchambers.co.uk/news/echr-judgment-finds-failure-to-
adequately-protect-potential-victims-of-child-trafficking

For immigration purposes important points:

Para 149 – helpful discussion of what forced labour looks like, goes further
than Guidance, very clear that prior consent does not negate future
exploitative work;

Para 158-9 – early identification is key (CPS were in breach of Art 4 as a
result);

Para 162 – role of SCA as “highly expert” body and weight to be placed on
their decisions.

https://www.gardencourtchambers.co.uk/news/echr-judgment-finds-failure-to-adequately-protect-potential-victims-of-child-trafficking


David Gilmore | Director
M: 07779 713 886
T: 01509 214 999
E: david@dglegal.co.uk

Thanks for watching!

Any Questions?


